Abstract: This study exposes shortcomings of arguments that view an "open ending" theory of Mark as a modern construct that would have made little sense to an ancient audience. I look at first-century genre expectations in light of cognitive genre theory and argue that a reader-response approach to Mark's ending is not only appropriate but also desirable. First, I describe and assess interpretative issues surrounding Mark's ending. Second, I discuss ways of approaching Mark's ending in light of genre expectations, building on a literary approach to genre with a cognitive (psychological) approach. Third, I offer an interpretation of Mark's ending in light of its fit with GrecoRoman biography (Greek bios; pl. bioi) and in terms of cognitive models. I show how Mark develops a pattern of imitation between Jesus and his disciples that, at the end, invites the audience to reflect on and respond to the person of Jesus and his role as the exemplar of discipleship.
its features. Until recently, most scholars have held that 16:8 is the original ending. A growing number, however, argue that Mark's true ending is lost and that an "open ending" theory is based on twentieth-century literary and reader-response approaches that make little sense in light of first-century genre expectations. Underlying assumptions about genre-understood as a "prior agreement," 2 "contract," 3 or "code of behavior" 4 established between author and audienceguide interpretive choices and have hermeneutical implications. Reader-response solutions to Mark's ending tend to view the Gospel as a story; hermeneutical implications include a focus on the literary and rhetorical features of the text and on the audience's response in the construction of meaning. On the other hand, text-generated solutions to the ending tend to view Mark as historiographical or biographical narrative; hermeneutical implications include expectations of historical details and formal closure. Adherents to both generally see genre categories in terms of literary features. Yet a literary approach does not fully account for how and why people recognize and engage texts. In what follows, I build on a literary approach by integrating cognitive genre theory, which sees genre categories as components of mental frameworks that represent what people know about a text. I argue that an examination of first-century genre expectations in light of cognitive models undermines arguments against an "open-ending" theory of Mark and strengthens the view that a reader-response approach to such an ending is not only appropriate but also desirable.
I. Interpretive Issues

A. A Reader-Response Solution to Mark's Ending
The rise of narrative criticism in the 1980s solidified a consensus that 16:8 is the intended ending of the Gospel. 5 The debate in modern scholarship in the first . He seeks to demonstrate weaknesses in customary arguments against both external and internal evidence, but a number of methodological flaws prevent his success. See half of the twentieth century had come to focus on literary and theological arguments about whether a sentence, let alone a whole book, could end with the postpositive particle γάρ and whether Mark's Gospel could end on a note of fear rather than a note of triumph by omitting an appearance of the risen Christ. In the early to mid-twentieth century, R. H. Lightfoot made a case that 16:8 is the ending original to the Gospel. He urged interpreters to read Mark in light of its own literary and theological aims instead of reading it through the lenses of Matthew and Luke, and he offered examples of sentences that end in γάρ in other ancient literature. 6 Some scholars continued to hold that the true ending was lost, maintaining that it would be rare for a book to end with γάρ or with a note of fear. 7 The majority, however, followed Lightfoot. Swimming with this current, narrative critics interpreted the ending as it stands in Mark, turning from the question, How can a book end with γάρ? to, Why does this book end with γάρ?
Those who employ literary tools tend to identify Mark's genre as some sort of story. For instance, Mary Ann Tolbert regards Mark as a Hellenistic romance; Robert C. Tannehill compares Mark to a modern novel; Tom Boomershine and Gilbert Bartholomew assume that Mark is a kind of ancient popular narrative; Norm Peterson implicitly suggests that Mark is story by interpreting it according to plot types; and Francis J. Moloney states that Mark invented the new literary form of "gospel" to offer a "narrative telling" of Jesus's life, death, and resurrection. 8 In light of genre determination, most use narrative criticism and a readerresponse approach to interpret 16:8 as an open ending, which is the implied author's rhetorical strategy to invite the implied audience to finish the story. At 16:8, the reversal of the messianic secret and subsequent human failure create a problem: the women are commanded to go and tell what others have been forbidden to tell up to now, yet they are silent. 9 These scholars address the problem by drawing on earlier patterns in the narrative, particularly the exhortation to exhibit faith over fear and the trajectory of flawed discipleship. The audience is thought to generate meaning by responding obediently to the command. 10 Thus, Mark's true ending is located in the audience's response to the unsettling features of the written text.
B. A Text-Generated Approach to Mark's Ending
Since the 1990s, scholarly opinion has begun to shift from an audiencegenerated explanation to a text-generated explanation that locates the intended ending of Mark's Gospel in a supposed manuscript fragment that was either lost or never written. 11 Most who offer a text-generated explanation tend to view 13 Other scholars take a step further and imagine the ending. The most natural solution is to suggest that the redacted form of Mark's lost text actually appears in the endings of Matthew and Luke. 14 Like reader-response critics, text-generated adherents take their interpretive cues from the preceding narrative, particularly from the pattern of predictionfulfillment. In 16:6-8, the absence of the risen Christ's meeting with his followers in Galilee creates a problem: Jesus had earlier predicted that he would meet them after the resurrection, and the young man at the tomb tells the women to announce this to the disciples. To resolve the problem, the interpreter generates meaning by positing a lost or unfinished text that narrates the predicted events. Moreover, while reader-response interpreters take their cue from the development of discipleship earlier in the narrative, text-generated interpreters take their cue from the development of the identity and mission of Jesus. That is, scholars representing these opposing approaches tend to focus on either discipleship or christology to the exclusion of the other theme.
In his commentary on Mark, Ben Witherington III builds on the recent scholarly consensus that the Gospel is an example of Greco-Roman biography (Greek bios; pl. bioi). 15 
II. Approaching Mark's Ending in Light of Genre Expectations
I agree with Witherington's and Croy's attribution of the Greco-Roman biography genre to Mark, following the recent scholarly trend; 24 but I disagree with the underlying assumptions about genre that their analyses reveal. They treat ancient biography as a class with fixed features to which all the features of Mark must conform. The result is that Mark ends up serving genre, rather than genre serving Mark.
Richard Burridge has demonstrated persuasively that the Gospels' mode of prose narrative, length, focus on Jesus as the subject, characterization of Jesus through words and deeds, basic chronological structure, and concentration on Jesus's death and its consequences all correspond to the repertoire of features 25 of ancient biography in form, structure, and topics. 26 The presence of such features would have provided an ancient audience with a "horizon of expectation" 27 for 23 Stein, Mark, 19-21. 24 Greco-Roman biographies would not have served as the only model for the ancient author, however, nor alone have shaped the horizon of expectation for an audience that encountered the Gospel of Mark. Jewish Scripture (especially the narratives), apocalyptic thought, and popular storytelling would have also provided significant models and historical and sociocultural forces that impacted Mark's generic mode. Taking into account Mark's features and the developing nature of genres in the ancient world, I find it preferable to think of Mark's genre in composite rather than unmixed or uniform terms: Mark is a subgenre of Greco-Roman biography, that is, a biblicalhistorical biography in an apocalyptic mode. The audience's horizon of expectation would have been shaped by familiarity with those models. Eric Eve has an excellent discussion of the models of genre and compositional activity in 26 Burridge analyzed the generic features of a group of ancient Lives and demonstrated a high degree of correspondence between these Lives and the Gospels in form, structure, and topics. He looked at the opening features (title, prologue), the subject, the external features (mode of representation, size, structure, and scale), and the internal features (settings, topics, atmosphere, quality of characterization, range of purposes, style, social setting) (What Are the Gospels?, esp. 185-212).
27 Christopher Pelling, "Epilogue," in The Limits of Historiography: Genre and Narrative in Ancient Historical Texts (ed. Christina Shuttleworth Kraus; Mnemosyne Supplement 191; Leiden: Brill, 1999) 325-60, here 328. The audience may or may not be aware of their expectations, since they are embedded in the cultural and social fabric. communication and meaning. Rather than indicating a new genre, the "narrative telling" of Jesus's life, death, and resurrection exhibits discernible features of the genre Greco-Roman biography applied to Mark's particular subject.
A look at other ancient works reveals, however, that genres had blurred rather than fixed lines. A writer might depart from generic rules (Homer's Odyssey ends without finishing the story line of the war) or integrate features of other genres into the primary one (Tacitus's Agricola blends biography and history). Accordingly, upon outlining its history from ancient times, Heather Dubrow concludes that genre should be viewed in terms of variety and flexibility. 28 Pelling avers that, while genre provides a "horizon of expectation," it is nevertheless "not so much a set of pre-cast categories as something which itself continually moves and changes. In Greek and Roman historiography these developments sometimes simply created new norms; more often . . . they furnished a wider range of affiliations from which a new writer could select." 29 An approach to Mark's genre must consider the developing nature and blurred boundaries of genre itself.
This point is not new. Burridge joined scholars across disciplines in allowing for the flexible and developing nature of genre by conceiving of genre identification in terms of family resemblance rather than fixed classification. 30 The analogy comes from the idea that, for example, four siblings do not each possess exactly the same set of features as the others, but they do share enough features to have a family resemblance. The recognition of a member allows for the identification of a type (a family) but does not guarantee that every characteristic feature will be present, important, or similarly represented in every case. 31 Three of the siblings may share the same nose, while the fourth's nose is a different shape. Akin to 28 Dubrow, Genre, 106. 29 Pelling, "Epilogue," 328. 30 Burridge, What Are the Gospels?, 43, 57; cf. 62-67. I believe that this is one of the important contributions of Burridge's work that biblical scholars who apply it can tend to overlook. 31 Ludwig Wittgenstein popularized the philosophical concept of "Familienähnlichkeit" or "family resemblance" in his treatment of language in Philosophical Investigations (1953; ed. P. M. S. Hacker and Joachim Schulte; trans. G. E. M. Anscombe, P. M. S. Hacker, and Joachim Schulte; 4th rev. ed.; London: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009). In a discussion about games, he states that there is no essential feature that they share, but "we see a complicated network of similarities, sometimes similarities of detail" ( §66); and he concludes, "I can think of no better expression to characterize these similarities than 'family resemblances'; for the various resemblances between members of a family: build, features, colour of eyes, gait, temperament, etc. etc. overlap and crisscross in the same way,-And I shall say: 'games form a family'" ( §67). Fowler (Kinds of Literature, v; see also 23, 37-39, 45-48) developed Wittgenstien's theory of family resemblance for genre theory, viewing genres not as "permanent classes but as families subject to change." Dubrow comments that, by choosing a genre, a writer "agrees that he will follow at least some of the patterns and conventions we associate with the genre or genres in which he is writing, and we in turn agree that we will pay close attention to certain aspects of his work while realizing that others, because of the nature of the genres, are likely to be far less important" (Genre, 31).
Burridge, Pelling believes that "[i]t is better to think of a cluster of 'on-the-whole' expectations" when approaching generic categories. 32 He gives the example of Livy's Decius, which fits the family resemblance of biographies, meeting "on-thewhole" expectations while also departing from those expectations through its use of style. A battle scene that appears to fit the traditional pattern-Romans face an enemy that they outmatch-delays closure such that the episode continually surprises the audience with repeated conclusions. According to Pelling, the ending communicates that "with a man like Decius every conclusion has to be provisional." 33 Similarly, Mark meets enough "on-the-whole" generic expectations for the audience to recognize the family resemblance to Greco-Roman biographies. But we should not be surprised if the Gospel fails to meet all the generic expectations; in fact, we should be surprised if it does.
While the family-resemblance model is an advance over traditional or Aristotelian genre theory that views genre in terms of fixed features and pure or unmixed categories, it has shortcomings that perpetuate the sort of analysis that Witherington's represents, which assumes that Mark's features will correspond to every feature or generic expectation of Greco-Roman biographies. 34 One key issue is that the family resemblance model continues to focus on discrete features-or parts-rather than the whole and its function. 35 As Michael Sinding comments, "So even if they are active and useful families rather than passive and useless containers, genres are still categories, and the need to understand how they work persists: how to relate genres to features, to works, to other genres, to readers and to writers." 36 The family resemblance model is useful, but requires further refinement for which a number of scholars have turned to a cognitive model of genre. 37 Cognitive theory asks how we organize what we know by our experience, knowledge of the world, and our adaptation of society's worldview. 38 Accordingly, a cognitive model of genre sees categories not simply as fixed or family features but as components of mental frameworks that represent what people know about a text (or a work of art, a piece of music, and so forth). We form these mental frameworks according to prototypes-or central models-that are summary representations of whole categories based on exemplars that we remember. We then extend these mental frameworks to other noncentral members of the categories. 39 Westerners see the robin and sparrow as exemplars of the category "bird" and recognize and define other instances of "bird" (like chicken, ostrich, and penguin) in relation to and as extensions of these prototypes. 40 Similarly, an ancient audience might see the popular and influential biographies of Satyrus the Peripatetic and Nepos as exemplars of the category "Greco-Roman biographies," 41 and recognize and define Mark in relation to and as an extension of these prototypes. A significant result of the cognitive model is the realization that we tend to recognize a category as a gestalt before we particularize its individual features. 42 The consequence is that we do not decide that a text must have a standard list of features in order to justify its membership in a category. Rather, we recognize a text as a whole in relation to a central or "best" example (like the sparrow) and may see some as extensions (like the penguin) but members of the category nonetheless. The significance for this study is that Mark can depart from a prototype that "demands" closure and still be recognizable in relation to that prototype in the ancient world. The presence of an open ending, along with other variant features, may disqualify Mark from a place at the center with the prototypical member(s) of the category, but it cannot disqualify Mark from the category itself. Mark is more like a penguin than a sparrow, but still a bird. Daniel Chandler has provided a useful way of mapping the process by which we form mental frameworks. He refers to mental frameworks as schemas that we build out of our prior experiences and knowledge, which we then use to determine expectations in social and textual contexts. 43 According to Chandler,
• A schema can be envisaged as a kind of framework with "slots" for "variables," some of them filled-in and others empty.
• The slots are either filled in already with compulsory values (e.g. that a dog is an animal) or "default values" (e.g. that dog has four legs) or are empty (optional variables until "instantiated" with values from the current situation (e.g. that the dog's colour is black).
• When what seems like the most appropriate schema is activated, inferences are generated to fill any necessary but inexplicit details with assumed values from the schema. 44
A first-century audience that understood Mark as bearing a resemblance to GrecoRoman biography would have recognized the Gospel as a gestalt schema according to compulsory and default (or typical) values. 45 The compulsory value of biographies is their focus on the subject, or person, who dominates the writing. 46 The audience fills in default values according to the schema that work together in a cluster to make them recognizable as a whole: external features (e.g., length, structure, sequence, methods of characterization) and internal features (e.g., setting, topics, style, tone, mood, attitude, values. Nevertheless, default values may vary without violating the schema. 47 For example, we would still recognize a three-legged dog as a dog, that is, as an extension of the schema. Similarly, an audience would recognize Mark as an extension of Greco-Roman biography even when it violates default values. 43 Chandler, "Schema Theory." 44 Ibid. 45 Sinding, "After Definitions," 196: "It is this quality of schemas that makes them an advance on the view that concepts and categories are defined by a list of features." 46 Burridge, What Are the Gospels?, 107; also 76. Perhaps mode of representation (prose narrative) and meter could also be considered compulsory values. In Burridge's discussion, the only feature of a biography that clearly never varies is the focus on the subject. 47 Sinding makes the point that gestalt structures assume optional and default values in addition to compulsory ones, meaning that there can be departures from a prototype that is still recognized. He comments, "The integrity of the schema is a product of concepts of defaults and options that are made possible within an abstract relational framework" ("After Definitions," 196).
III. Interpreting Mark's Ending in Light of Cognitive Genre Theory
I wish to connect these observations about genre to the interpretation of the Marcan text by adapting a model of Dubrow's that eschews a deterministic "If/ Then" approach in favor of a "What if/Then probably" approach for interpreting generic signals. Dubrow articulates her model as follows: 48 We should remind ourselves . . . that the reader's reactions to genre do not necessarily follow a pattern that might be codified as "If/Then," as many critics have assumed ("If it is a Bildungsroman, then x, y and z will be present"). Often that pattern might more accurately be formulated as "What if/Then probably" ("What if the genre of this work is the Bildungsroman? Then probably the hero will test out a series of alternative father figures, though of course this may just be one of the few Bildungsromane where that pattern does not operate"). 49 I adapt this model by employing Chandler's map of mental frameworks (indicated with terms in italics). In the process of hearing or reading (or better: rehearing or rereading) Mark, an audience encounters a narrative framework that meets generic expectations based on a prototype or schema of Greco-Roman biography. The pattern, "What if . . . Then probably" allows the audience both to interpret Mark in light of the compulsory and default elements of the schema that they have "acti- 
A. Death and Consequences
What if Mark is Greco-Roman biography? Then probably the Gospel ends with the subject's death and its consequences, though this could be one of the few examples of the genre where the pattern is broken. The end of ancient biographies are devoted to the death of the subject, because the way a person's life ends reveals his character and allows the audience to evaluate it. 50 Mark follows this default value of the schema. Jesus's character is revealed as he does the will of God by making his way to the cross (10:45; 14:35).
An audience implementing a Greco-Roman biography schema would expect the ending to resolve as a default feature. Plutarch, for example, likes to bring his Lives to a resting point. A restful ending is not compulsory, however, but a default 48 Pelling ("Epilogue," 330) suggests the application of Dubrow's approach. 49 Dubrow, Genre, 106-7. 50 Dihle, Greek and Latin Literature, 191. value that may vary. 51 While Plutarch's Lives generally end in rest, the epilogues (synkriseis) tend to reopen and sometimes introduce new moral questions and invoke the involvement and judgment of the audience about the characters. 52 For example, Plutarch closes themes at the end of Brutus, but the synkrisis opens moral questions that had been left unaddressed about Brutus's political leanings, his murder of Caesar, and his suicide, presumably to "raise thought-provoking questions-who is the better man, whose was the greater achievement-open in the fullest sense, or at least declare a draw." 53 While Mark 16:8 ends with a sense of completion by drawing together certain themes (e.g., Jesus's passion predictions), it ends with a lack of resolution by reopening issues of unbelief and fear to leave them with the audience. 54 Acts ends similarly, drawing together certain themes but leaving open questions about the fate of Paul, Israel, and the mission to the gentiles. 55 John Chrysostom viewed the ending of Acts as an invitation to the hearer:
[Luke] brings his narrative to this point, and leaves the hearer thirsty so that he fills up the lack by himself through reflection. The pagans do the same; for, knowing everything wills the spirit to sleep and enfeebles it. to respond with reflection and interpretation. Third, the hearer knows how to respond according to intratextual cues. Thus, the idea that Mark ends abruptly to invite a response is against neither the practice of ancient writers nor the expectations of their audiences. 57
B. Virtues
What if Mark is Greco-Roman biography? Then probably it aims not only to paint a portrait of its subject, Jesus, but also to convey certain virtues to the audience. A default feature of Greco-Roman biographies is that the subject's character informs the audience's virtuous living. 58 For example, Plutarch's Life of Pericles (1.1-4a) opens with a story that engages in rather direct moralism to give lessons for explaining and enjoining the virtue of pursuing what is excellent. Similarly, Nepos's Thrasybulus (1.1-2) opens by launching into the explicit praise of his subject. Mark's Gospel, however, opens by launching Jesus into Israel's history. Is it the case, then, that Mark is one of the few biographies in which the default pattern does not operate? Indeed, Adela Yarbro Collins argues that Mark's lack of moralism is an important reason to consider its generic fit as history rather than biography. 59 Exemplars that shaped the prototype or schema of Greco-Roman biographies, however, could have engaged in moral discourse not only by means of explicit moralism, as in the examples above, but also by means of implicit, narrative moral discourse. 60 In other words, the default value of the exemplars has two varieties. For example, a look at the whole of Plutarch's Lives shows that he tends to narrate the virtues and shortcomings of characters through their words and deeds without the intervention of the narrator's judgment about what is right and wrong. 61 Plutarch shows virtue not only by developing the character of his subjects but also by juxta posing their successes with the failures of others. For example, Plutarch highlights the might of Cimon as general by describing the failure of Agesilaus to accomplish any great deeds of war (Cimon 19.4). Throughout the respective pairs of Greek and Roman Lives, Plutarch develops certain themes to show how the same attributes lead to one man's greatness and the other's failure. 62 The epilogues (syn kriseis) of paired Lives then compare the two men by recalling themes and highlighting what is worthy of imitation. Similarly, Mark engages in implicit, narrative moral discourse.
An audience that activates a Greco-Roman biography schema expects Mark to portray Jesus's virtues in order to inform theirs. They fill in the features of the default value of moral discourse as they process the narrative, observing that Mark tends to engage in praise and blame through implicit discourse. Throughout the narrative, Mark develops a pattern of imitation between his main subject (Jesus) and secondary subjects (disciples). By simultaneously developing and juxtaposing their character, Mark then shows his audience what is worthy of imitation. The disciples' imperception and failure serve to highlight both Jesus's identity as Messiah and his character as the only one in the narrative who does God's will and, therefore, the only one in the narrative worth imitating. Thus, Mark has concerns not only with reporting events but also with portraying the subject, Jesus, in a way that reinforces certain values to the audience about what it means to follow him by depicting what to imitate and what to avoid.
Both ancient biographies and history describe good and weak characters for imitation (mimesis) and avoidance. 63 For this reason, Quintilian teaches his pupils to employ history both to establish facts and to illustrate concrete moral examples (Inst. 10.1.1). These observations suggest that Greco-Roman biographies demand a reader-response approach. Therefore, elements assumed to be at odds with viewing Mark 16:8 as an open ending with a rhetorical effect for the audience may, in fact, be at odds with certain modern sensibilities and practices, rather than with ancient ones. I suggest that, like other ancient biographers who engage in moral discourse, Mark is concerned that his audience "should learn from his description of these characters how to live their lives, through imitation, μίμησις," 64 by depicting both good characters for emulation and weak characters for avoidance. 
C. An Invitation to Respond to the Virtues of Jesus
In what follows, I highlight three ways that Mark develops a pattern of imitation between Jesus and the disciples that progressively reveals their contrasting characters. In that light, I interpret Mark's ending with a view to the virtues that are worthy of imitation. The abrupt ending, which I have demonstrated is a common rhetorical practice of ancient writers, functions, in part, to invite the audience to respond with reflection on and interpretation of those virtues by avoiding the example of the women and imitating the example of Jesus.
1. Jesus calls the Twelve to imitate him in his preaching and exorcising ministry. After Jesus announces the presence of the kingdom of God, he demonstrates the nature of his mission in the Capernaum synagogue, where he casts out a demon and teaches with authority (1:21-28). Soon afterwards, Jesus expands his own ministry when he calls the Twelve to be with him and gives them authority to preach and cast out demons (3:13-15). Later, Jesus sends them out, and they return to report their success (6:7-13, 30). The Twelve generally do not oppose Jesus's call to imitate him in these opening chapters. In fact, they serve as a foil for others. For example, their movement with Jesus is a counterpoint to that of the scribes in chap. 3. Jesus goes up (ἀναβαίνει) the mountain and calls together (προσκαλεῖται) his followers (3:13), from whom he selects the Twelve to be with him and to give authority to preach and cast out demons. By contrast, the scribes come down (καταβάντες) from Jerusalem to refute Jesus's authority to cast out demons, which is a refutation of that mission; Jesus calls together the scribes (προσκαλεσάμενος) to speak to them in parables (3:22-23). Later, the negative response in Jesus's hometown of Nazareth to his words and acts of power (6:1-6) is juxtaposed to his sending out of the Twelve to proclaim such words and acts of power (vv. 7-13). These contrasts function to bind the Twelve to Jesus and his mission and separate others from it.
2. Jesus calls his disciples to imitate him in his pattern of suffering, death, and glory. Jesus speaks openly for the first time about his passion at the beginning of the unit that runs from 8:27 to 10:45, united by the threefold prediction of his suffering, death, and resurrection (8:31; 9:31; 10: [32] [33] [34] . From this point, Jesus's words and deeds are based on the logic of suffering, dying, and rising. These acts are necessarily tied together (δεῖ, 8:31) for both the Messiah and his followers. After each prediction, however, the disciples expose their misunderstanding of Jesus's mission and of their own participation in it. They repeatedly bicker over status in the kingdom they imagine Jesus will establish and obstruct those they deem to lack status (children, a strange exorcist). Jesus responds by teaching them what it means to follow him (8:32-37; 9:32-37; 10: [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . At the climactic point of the unit, Jesus gives his own attitudes and actions as the quintessential example of his teaching: "the Son of Man came not to be served, but to serve and to give his life as a ransom for many" (10:45). This singular example functions not only as a basis for the servantlike behavior that Jesus enjoins but also as the antithesis of the disciples' cumulative words and actions. The Twelve now function as a foil for Jesus, in that their words and deeds highlight what it means for him to be the Messiah. Moreover, as they increase in misunderstanding, Jesus increases as the exemplar of servantlike behavior. The narrative simultaneously binds the disciples to Jesus's mission by showing the necessity of imitation and separates them from it by showing their refusal to embrace it.
3. On the Mount of Olives, the Marcan Jesus enjoins his followers to imitate him in the struggle of his own ministry after he is gone (13:9-13). Jesus speaks about a time beyond the scope of the narrative when his followers will be delivered over to councils, beaten in synagogues, and stand as witnesses before governors and kings for his sake as they await the glorious coming of the Son of Man (13:9-13; cf. vv. 24-37). Jesus both echoes and foreshadows his own words and fate. The threefold prediction that his followers will be delivered over to their enemies and to death (παραδίδωμι, 13:9, 11, 12), recalls his threefold prediction that he himself will be delivered over to his enemies and to death (παραδίδωμι, 9:31; 10:33; see also 8:31), and then rise. After the Olivet discourse, Jesus is delivered over to a council (14:53-65) and a governor (15:1-5). He is beaten, not in a synagogue but in the precinct of the high priest (14:65). Jesus tells his followers that they are not to worry about what to say when delivered over to trial because the Holy Spirit will give them their words "in that hour" (ἐν ἐκείνῃ τῇ ὥρᾳ, 13:11). "That hour" connects Jesus's followers to the eschatological time of his suffering and death. The fulfillment of his words begins within the story world. Later, in the place called Gethsemane, Jesus prays that the hour might pass from him (14:35), and after an excruciating night of prayer he yields to God's will. When those who will betray and arrest him are near, he says, "the hour has come" (ἦλθεν ἡ ὥρα, 14:41). That is, the eschatological time of Jesus's suffering and death has come, and Jesus, unlike his disciples, faces it resolutely.
The disciples' characterization functions in service of Mark's biography of Jesus. At first, they appear in a positive light as a foil for others who misunderstand and resist Jesus's mission. Then as their own misunderstanding and resistance grow, they become negative examples and a foil to Jesus. The disciples' repeated resistance enables a narrative demonstration of Jesus's identity and character, showing that Jesus not only is the Christ but also is himself the exemplar of discipleship. Jesus demonstrates commitment to his own mission to do the will of God, a mission that he repeatedly calls his disciples to imitate by denying themselves and taking up their cross to follow him (8:34). According to that mission, Jesus manifests a grasp of the integral relationship between suffering, death, and glory through three passion predictions, in which he signals the divine necessity (δεῖ) for the Son of Man to suffer, die, and rise (8:31); through his prediction that he will eat and drink the fruit of the vine anew in God's kingdom after pouring out his blood for many (14:22-25); through his promise to meet the disciples in Galilee after he is struck, deserted, and raised (14:26-31); through his abandonment of his own will to God's (14:36); and through his confession to the high priest who holds Jesus's life in his hands: "I am [the Christ, the Son of the Blessed], and you will see the Son of Man seated at the right hand of Power, and coming with the clouds of heaven" (15:62). Jesus's commitment to such a mission requires faith that divine action is able to transform apparent failure of suffering and death into glory. The disciples manifest no similar understanding, devotion, or faith. 65 Jesus becomes the example to imitate, the disciples the example to avoid.
The pattern of imitation between and juxtaposition of Jesus and the disciples both highlights Jesus's exemplary discipleship and prepares the audience for the empty tomb account. Jesus's absence as a character in 16:1-8 puts divine action on display. The darkness that had covered the earth is dispelled, the stone is rolled away, and Jesus is raised (v. 6). 66 God's powerful act in raising Jesus from the dead confirms that Jesus is the model disciple, because it vindicates the words and deeds by which he entrusted himself to God's will. God has now acted to transform apparent failure in bringing glory from suffering and death. 67 Yet, like the disciples before them, the women at the tomb fail to grasp the logic of suffering, dying, and rising that informed Jesus's words and deeds and, therefore, they fail to comprehend God's powerful, transforming act. Although they raise our expectations by risking their safety to be present at the crucifixion-albeit at a distance-the women quickly join their shameful brothers in abandoning Jesus (cf. 14:50, 52). The flight and fear of the women bind their action to the preceding action of the men, so that the ending does not simply report an event but provides an account of human failure. 68 The climax of the passage is not the action of the women but the action of God to raise Jesus from the dead (ἠγέρθη, 16:6). The young man at the tomb commands the women to "go tell the disciples and Peter" (16:7). Mark is the only Gospel writer to target these recipients of the good news, pointing the audience back to a time when Jesus predicted both Peter's denial and the disciples' flight, and his future presence in Galilee (14:27-30). The promise in 16:7 is a renewed call for them to follow him and a pledge that God's action in the risen Jesus overcomes human failure outside the written story.
One key critique of an open ending, however, is that Mark must have narrated a resurrection appearance in Galilee, otherwise it would be the only one of Jesus's promises left unfulfilled in the course of the narrative (8:31; 9:31; 10:32-34; 12:11-12; 14:17-21, 27-31). But perhaps this is exactly the point. Since everything Jesus predicted has happened thus far, then this unfulfilled promise elicits a response of faith from an audience that has every reason to understand that this promise will happen, too. 69 The effect of the ending, then, is to intensify the response of faith in Jesus's promise and in God's act. Thus, Mark allows the audience to imagine an ending that depends not on human activity-whether the disciples', the women's, or their own-but on God's action to triumph over the weakness and apparent failure of a dead Messiah, of an improbable message, of a delayed parousia, and of fear and unbelief. 70 The cognitive approach of this study supports and further illuminates the significance of an open ending. Scholars in the cognitive sciences have demonstrated that storytelling is one of the key ways in which human beings make sense of experience, reason about others' and their own actions, and find patterns for thinking and acting. 71 Applying this idea to Mark, the experience of processing the disciples' and the women's words and actions can help the audience interpret their own actions and consequences. In short, the Marcan narrative helps the audience to think about thinking. Mark's narrative progression portrays how the disciples' and Jesus's circumstances, their character, and other factors influence their actions. At the end, the narration of the women's response to the announcement at the empty tomb models what it is like for human beings to make choices when they encounter opportunities for action in particular contexts. 72 If, against the context of the whole narrative, the audience thinks about why the women act or fail to act in the story world, then the empty tomb account provides them with a model for making sense of their own stories in the world.
Mark provides a specific opportunity for this kind of reflection through an intratextual connection by which Jesus's words in the Olivet discourse to his future followers who await the parousia-among whom Mark's audience can count themselves-may be set alongside the experiences and actions of the disciples and, later, the women at the tomb. Unlike those who flee, Jesus's future followers stand firm by divine power, that is, the power of the Holy Spirit, when called to announce the good news in the face of opposition (13:9-13). The Spirit has been promised (1:7-8) but not yet given in the story world. The intratextual connection provides an audience that may be struggling to live self-sacrificially in the face of hostility and even death for what appears to be a weak message with an opportunity for reflection on their own words and actions, their own baptism with the Holy Spirit, and their own experiences of and responses to fear and opposition. Will they imitate the women (and disciples) by refusing to speak and act according to a logic of suffering-death-glory, or will they imitate Jesus, whose deeds bore out his words, "the one who loses his life for my sake and the sake of the gospel will save it" (8:35)?
IV. Conclusion
The function of the open ending is at least twofold: (1) To say something about Jesus, the subject of the narrative. He is not only the risen Christ but also the disciple extraordinaire, and the one whose virtue-character and actions-Mark wishes his audience to emulate. By finishing at 16:8, Mark's biography compels the audience to reflect and respond in faith to the God who acts by avoiding the women's example and emulating the example of Jesus, who lived and died believing in a God who raises the dead. (2) To say something about the nature of discipleship. The "success" of discipleship depends not on human activity but on God's. In Moloney's words, the Gospel of Mark is not only about Jesus, Christ and Son of God (see 1:1, 11). It is equally about the challenge of following a suffering Son of Man to Jerusalem-and beyond, as he promises resurrection and life to those who lose their lives for his sake (see 8:38-9:1). It is as much about how others, especially the disciples, respond to Jesus as it is about Jesus himself. 73 The end of the Gospel is where christology and discipleship meet. 74 Mark does not call the audience to replace failed characters simply by succeeding to proclaim the good news in their stead (contra the typical reader-response view). Rather, Mark leads the audience to reflect on their own part in (or beyond) the story line, and to join these characters in Galilee, where they may gaze on the risen Jesus to find the coherence of suffering, death, and glory.
